EXPERIMENT  OF  LIBERAL  MONARCHY
and were constantly threatened with unemployment, which re-
duced them to starvation. They lived a miserable life crowded
into cramped, dirty, and unhealthy dwellings, without light and
air; their food was rough, badly prepared, and often insufficient,
and this led them to drink spirits. Their work was monotonous
and deadening, often unhealthy and sometimes dangerous, and
their hours were unlimited, being sometimes prolonged at the
whim of their employer to as much as sixteen hours a day, and
often made still more arduous by night work. The workers had
no links with the place where they worked, no common traditions
or organizations for mutual aid; they were forbidden to form
associations for discussing labour conditions with their employer
collectively. The employer kept them in dependence upon him,
fixed their wages and working hours arbitrarily, and even im-
posed fines on them or forced them to accept payment in kind;
nor was he responsible in case of accident or sickness arising out
of their employment.
5 0 R I G I N S   OF   SOCIALISM
These abnormal conditions of life had attracted the attention
of certain philosophers among the bourgeoisie in the early days
of the Restoration - Saint-Simon and his disciples, Fourier and
Pierre Leroux - and led them to meditate upon the unsound con-
dition of society. The upshot of their reflections was a general
criticism of the social system which extended to all its institutions
- even marriage and the family. They went so far as to draw up
proposals for organizing society upon entirely new bases. Their
systems, which differed among themselves, were grouped together
about 1830 under the common epithet of 'Socialist'.
Socialist ideas were at first expounded only fragmentarily, and
sometimes in a confused form, by the heads of rival schools who
were at loggerheads with one another; they had a common origin
in a sense of compassion and a conception of justice. The wretched
condition of the workers inspired pity for their sufferings and pri-
vations, which found expression in the motto: 'A chacun suivant set
besoins* (Let every man receive according to his needs). The
distribution of material goods appeared inequitable, for it allowed
too great a share of the profits of industry to go to the employer
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